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The Political Marketing Group Committee 2015 

 

 

 

Chair: 

Darren G Lilleker 

Bournemouth University, The Media School, Weymouth House, 

Fern Barrow, Poole, Dorset, BH12 5BB  

Tel: 01202 595622  

dlilleker@bournemouth.ac.uk 

 

 

 

Secretary:  

Jenny Lloyd 

University of the West of England, Bristol Business School, 

Frenchay Campus, Coldharbour Lane, Bristol, BS16 1QY  

Tel: 0117 965 6261 Fax: 0117 344 2289  

jenny.lloyd@uwe.ac.uk 

  

Treasurer: 
Robert Busby 
Liverpool Hope University, Politics, Hope Park, Liverpool, L16 

9JD UK  

busbyr@hope.ac.uk 

 

 

 

Communications Officer: 

Jennifer Lees-Marshment 

University of Auckland, Politics and International Relations 

j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz 

 

 

 

Newsletter Editor: 

Edward Elder 

University of Auckland, Politics and International Relations 

eeld001@aucklanduni.ac.nz 
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Country Co-ordinators 

Country Name Institution Contact 

Canada 

 

Thierry Giasson Université Laval thierry.giasson@pol.ulaval.ca 

Czech 

Republic  

 

Anna Matsukova MU amatuskova@gmail.com 

Denmark 

 

Sigge Winther Nielsen  sigge_winther@yahoo.dk 

Egypt 

 

Dr Niveen Ezzat Cairo University niveenezzatat2003@yahoo.co

m 

 

France  

 

Vincent Rodriguez  rochebrun.associates@gmail.c

om 

 

Georgia Kakhaber Djackeli 

 

 k.jakeli@rocketmail.com 

 

Ghana 

 

Kobby Mensah  kobby_mensah@yahoo.com 

Greece  Iordanis 

Kotzaivazoglou 

 

 ikotza@jour.auth.gr 

 

India Chandra Sekhar 

 

Indian Institute of 

Management 

 

sekharj4u@gmail.com 

 

Indonesia FirmanzahFiz University of 

Indonensia 

 

fizfirmanzah@yahoo.com 

 

Iran 

 

Mitra Naeimi University of 

Tehran 

 

mitranaeimi@ut.ac.ir 

Japan 

 

Bryce Wakefield Woodrow Wilson 

International 

Centre for Scholars 

 

Bryce.Wakefield@wilsoncentr

e.org 

Kenya Bozo Jenje 

 

 bozojenje@yahoo.com 

Macedonia  Gordica Karanfilovska  gordicak@yahoo.com 

 

Malaysia 

 

Khairiah Salwa-

Mokhtar 

 

USM khairiah@usm.my 

Mexico 

 

 

 

Omar Chavez 

 

 

 togua@yahoo.com 

mailto:amatuskova@gmail.com
mailto:sigge_winther@yahoo.dk
mailto:niveenezzatat2003@yahoo.com
mailto:niveenezzatat2003@yahoo.com
mailto:rochebrun.associates@gmail.com
mailto:rochebrun.associates@gmail.com
https://sites.google.com/site/psapmg/redir.aspx?C=4e0168c15e314cbd92ce084480f0ace7&URL=mailto%3ak.jakeli%40rocketmail.com
mailto:kobby_mensah@yahoo.com
mailto:ikotza@jour.auth.gr
mailto:sekharj4u@gmail.com
mailto:fizfirmanzah@yahoo.com
mailto:mitranaeimi@ut.ac.ir
mailto:Bryce.Wakefield@wilsoncentre.org
mailto:Bryce.Wakefield@wilsoncentre.org
mailto:gordicak@yahoo.com
mailto:khairiah@usm.my
mailto:togua@yahoo.com
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New 

Zealand/ 

Australia 

 

Jennifer Lees-

Marshment 

University of 

Auckland 

j.lees-

marshment@auckland.ac.nz 

Pakistan Muhammad Talha 

Salam  

& 

Aman Abid 

 

National University 

of Computer and 

Emerging Sciences 

talha.salam@nu.edu.pk 

 

aman.abid@nu.edu.pk 

Poland Marek Sempach University of Lodz 

 

sempach@uni.lodz.pl 

Romania  

 

Iulia Huiu  

&  

Dan Mihalache 

Dimtrie Cantemir 

 

University in 

Romania  

iulia.huiu@public-affairs.ro 

Sweden 

 

Jesper Stromback Mid Sweden 

University   

 

Jesper@jesperstromback.com 

Taiwan:  

 

Norman Peng  N.Peng@mdx.ac.uk 

Turkey Mehmet Can  Can.demirtas@deu.edu.tr 

 

USA Ken Cosgrove Suffolk University kcosgrov@suffolk.edu 

 

Notes:  

* = New Co-ordinator(s) 
 

If anyone would like to get involved and go on the committee, please let our Communications Officer 

Jennifer Lees-Marshment know (j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz). We are always looking for 

people! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:talha.salam@nu.edu.pk
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/h/1kra97oe35neb/?&v=b&cs=wh&to=sempach@uni.lodz.pl
mailto:iulia.huiu@public-affairs.ro
mailto:N.Peng@mdx.ac.uk
mailto:kcosgrov@suffolk.edu
mailto:j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz
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Practitioner's Perspective 

 
Three Key Lessons for Political Marketing and Management:  

Advice from New Zealand's Deputy Prime Minister 

 

 

 
Editor's note: The following lessons are based on Hon Bill English's speech at the opening of the 2015 

Global Political Marketing and Management Conference, 5 June, School of Marketing and 

International Business, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. 

 
1. Respect voters 
People grasp long-term policy trade-offs, so it is important to be predictable, consistent and 
upfront. But remember, some may only spend 5 minutes a month thinking about politics. 
 
2. Ideas matter 
Good politics is the successful management of ideas. Ideas management requires managing 
the landscape, not last night’s news. The management of ideas is not simple - timing and 
relevance are important. No single event is decisive. 
 
3. Every day is market day - so be open and be positive 
Trust is one of the currencies of politics. Be humble, and be conscious of the limits of 
government. Open data increasingly means anyone with an interest can become an informed 
participant in policy development – not just a handful of officials and ministers.  
 
With the Government Share Offer, for example, what mattered was the mandate; it needed 
to be openly discussed. National campaigned on it for a year before the election. While 
opinion polls showed many people didn’t like the policy, there was no evidence of a backlash 
in the 2011 election, and no question that there was a mandate. 
 
Be positive - whinging is unpopular and doesn’t work. 
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Election Analysis  

 

Look At Me:  

Political Marketing in the US Presidential Primary 

 

Neil Bendle 
Assistant Professor of 
Marketing 
Ivey Business School 
Western University 
 
 
 

 

Few political spectacles can compete with 

the US presidential primaries and the 

2016 cycle is no exception. As Florida 

Senator Marco Rubio noted in the first 

Republican Televised debate; “God has 

blessed us. He’s blessed the Republican 

Party with some very good candidates.” 

The problem for the political marketers 

running the campaigns is that God may 

have been too generous. By August 2015 

there are already 17 Republican candidates 

despite the fact that the first vote won’t be 

cast till February 2016. So many 

candidates makes it hard to break through 

the clutter especially given that most 

voters aren’t paying that much attention 

anyhow. 

 

The top two candidates had well-known 

names. Jeb Bush the son and brother of 

Presidents. His fame was eclipsed by the 

poll-leader, Donald Trump, a business 

mogul and reality TV star. Despite 

Trump’s star power many experts couldn’t 

see his lead holding given his tendency 

towards off-hand alienating comments. 

Trump had already offended any number 

of groups with Mexicans and women being 

high on that list. 

 

While Trump dominates the discussion 

other Republican candidates are all 

metaphorically shouting “look at me”. 

These candidates need to get people, 

especially the media, interested in them. 

This problem was illustrated by the fact 

that seven candidates weren’t even 

allowed into the main televised debate and 

had to compete in a second-tier debate. 

This trailing group included seemingly 

strong candidates like Lindsey Graham (a 

long serving Senator), Carly Fiorina (Ex 

Hewlett-Packard boss), and Rick Perry 

(former Texas Governor). 

 

Even those at the debate found it hard to 

seize the spotlight from Trump. They tried 

stunts, brashness, charm, even “aggressive 

normality” with limited impact. Debate 

news relatively rarely mentioned the 

effective performance of Ohio Governor 

John Kasich, Chris Christie’s tough talking 

with Rand Paul, Marco Rubio and Ted 

Cruz’s strong personal narratives, neuro-

surgeon Ben Carson’s rising confidence 

after a nervous start, or everybody 

denouncing the President’s Iran nuclear 

deal. The news was dominated by Trump. 

Did he insult the moderator Megyn Kelly 

in a sexist manner? Did Trump take a 

cheap shot at Rand Paul’s hearing 

impairment? Did Trump really threaten to 

run as a third-party candidate, and 

effectively sabotage the Republican’s 

Presidential hopes, if they didn’t choose 

him as their nominee? 

 

Should the other candidates attack Trump 

or keep relatively quiet and wait for him to 

implode? The smart money is convinced 

that Trump is on the way out, but he has 

name recognition, money, loyal supporters, 

and an image as a straight-shooting, anti-

politician. Could the traditional politicians 
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rely on Trump failing? He surely will 

implode…… but what if he doesn’t? 

 

While trying to solve a problem like “the 

Donald” (Trump) the other candidates are 

in their own race to make the final 

consideration set. To do so they need to 

stay relevant. Those being chosen for the 

main debate won that mini-contest but 

each of them still only got a few minutes of 

TV time. 

 

Some candidates have already found their 

own positions. Chris Christie’s aggressive 

style allows him to stand out in the crowd 

but he is distrusted by some in the 

Republican base. Rand Paul’s position is 

relatively libertarian and isolationist but 

after seeing his father lose with a similar 

position he seems to be trying to rejoin the 

Republican mainstream. He wants his 

position to be different, but not too 

different; a hard balancing act. 

 

The problem for most candidates is that 

they agree on the big issues. They are anti-

Obamacare (the President’s move towards 

universal health coverage), pro-life, for 

higher defence spending, and a more 

aggressive stance in foreign relations. The 

good news is that these resonate with 

Republican voters; the bad news is that 

these positions don’t give any reason to 

vote for one candidate over any other. The 

primary thus presents a huge decision 

challenge for voters; a much trickier 

choice than in a general election where 

greater political differences separate the 

candidates. How to choose between 

candidates claiming similar beliefs? As 

such support is fickle in a primary, and 

polling relatively unreliable. There are too 

many candidates to remember and all are 

relatively similar so voters’ loyalties move 

unpredictably between the candidates. 

 

Many would bet on Jeb Bush as the 

eventual nominee and he may be the most 

electable. The former governor of a swing 

state, he has executive experience and a 

persona (relatively) friendly to the 

Hispanic voters who many argue the 

Republicans must appeal to more in order 

to win the Presidency. He also has a 

reasonable claim to be able to deliver 

specific electoral votes, in his case 

Florida’s 29 votes. (Unlike, for example, 

Senator Ted Cruz from Texas. While he 

should win Texas in a presidential election 

any credible Republican candidate will 

carry Texas’ 38 electoral votes without 

difficulty). Bush faces the classic political 

marketing problem in a primary; how to 

maintain centrist credentials while 

appealing to more ideological primary 

voters. He must appeal to a core 

Republican electorate who have somewhat 

soured on both the establishment 

Republicans that Bush represents and the 

Bush family in particular. Jeb Bush must 

be conservative enough to the gain 

support of the Republican base but not to 

be pushed too far to the right. He doesn’t 

want to emulate Mitt Romney, a candidate 

who arguably sacrificed his pragmatic 

positioning to win his party’s nomination 

only to lose the Presidential election. 

 

The Democrats have the opposite problem, 

rather than too many possibilities only one 

seems plausible, Hillary Clinton. The 

former Secretary of State and First Lady is 

well-known but seems to lack Bill 

Clinton’s skill with emotional appeals or 

Barack Obama’s 2008 promise of change. 

Furthermore, there are many 

conservatives who enjoy doggedly 

pursuing Clinton related scandal. That 

said a female President would be an 

exciting first and with her experience of 

facing down critics it is hard to see Hillary 

Clinton being brought down by any but the 

worst of scandals. Clinton also has no 

problem getting attention from the media 

and with money and an experienced team 
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behind her she remains a strong favourite 

to be the Democratic nominee. 

 

Some yearn for a challenger. Bernie 

Sanders become popular on the left of the 

party but it is hard to see this unkempt 

Independent senator from the electorally 

unimportant state of Vermont defeating 

Hillary Clinton never mind winning the 

Presidency.  

 

Martin O’Malley, the former Governor of 

Maryland is reasonable on paper but has 

little name recognition and the media 

gatekeepers aren’t interested in him. His 

strategy may be to hope Hillary Clinton’s 

campaign will fall apart. Alternatively it 

may be to shine in debates but it isn’t clear 

who will watch any Democratic debates 

given everyone expects Clinton to win the 

nomination easily. Lack of awareness 

means he hasn’t made a dent in the polling. 

 

There is a presence waiting in the wings 

Joe Biden, the Vice-President. Biden has a 

history of verbal gaffes but is a credible 

candidate with considerable personal 

charm. His policy disagreements with 

Hillary Clinton seem modest and she, if 

anything, seems the more competent. 

Clinton would be a historic first woman 

President, Biden would be another aging 

white guy. He has no obviously compelling 

message. Unlike a Greek god appearing to 

resolve a play Biden can’t be confident 

that much would change after he arrived 

in the race. Biden presumably doesn’t 

want to enter the race unless he can see a 

way to win. 

 

Overall Clinton’s lack of serious 

competition probably makes her path 

easier than her Republican rivals. She 

doesn’t really need to make major 

concessions to her party that could haunt 

her in the Presidential election. 

 

From a political marketing perspective the 

average candidate’s main problem in these 

primaries is getting attention. Some 

candidates will drop out before a vote is 

cast simply because they can’t get media 

interest, can’t get onto the debate stage, or 

can’t secure sufficient donations. In a 

presidential election the two major party 

candidates must say the right thing to the 

listening voters. In these primaries the 

biggest challenge for most candidates is 

getting anyone to listen. A candidate who 

doesn’t get attention now probably won’t 

even be available on the ballot to get votes 

later. Who will win this battle for attention 

over the coming months? 

 

 

The New Hampshire Primary 
 

Associate Professor Kenneth 
Cosgrove 
Department of Government 
Suffolk University Boston 
kcosgrove@suffolk.edu 

 

 

 

New Hampshire is a wonderful, 

quintessentially New England place to 

live. Centuries old stone walls line roads 

the livestock made, the sky is full of stars 

at night and the only sound one hears a lot 

of the time is either the whispering wind, 

the birds singing or the snow melting. 

Once every fourth year this all changes 

and our state becomes the focus of 

national and international attention 

because of our great political innovation: 
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the Presidential primary. There's a logic to 

the process: line up activists and donors, 

go public, do introductory marketing then 

do baseline and other forms of polling, 

adjust the brand and marketing mix then 

campaign until primary day. All in all, 

everyone should get to live through this 

process once as the voter/consumer. This 

short piece will present the early phase of 

the primary process. There will probably a 

later piece that discusses the latter stages 

of the process.  

 

Background  

Our state has had a Presidential primary 

since 1916. It’s in held in the winter 

because of state’s rural heritage. Farmers 

had time for politics in the winter and it 

was much easier to get around on frozen 

roads in February than it would have been 

to get around on muddy roads later in the 

spring. The primary gained national 

prominence when Sherman Adams used it 

as a launching pad for Ike in the 1950’s 

then Teddy White immortalized it in his 

Making of the President series. That New 

Hampshire was a state of farmers and mill 

workers. Yankee, Irish and French-

Canadians. And it featured people voting 

just after midnight on primary day in 

Dixville Notch thus stressing a personal 

politics and rural heritage that had 

disappeared by the middle of the last 

century in the USA. Modern New 

Hampshire has seen its southern counties 

boom in recent decades as its towns have 

become dormitory suburbs for Greater 

Boston. Further, the state is older, 

wealthier and better educated than most 

of the United States. This means that 

certain kinds of candidates are advantaged 

in New Hampshire and this advantage is 

accentuated because we are one of the 

least diverse, least religious places in the 

country. Conservative values candidates 

struggle here because their winning issues 

in other places, gay marriage and 

abortion, a tough sell and the church as a 

marketing vehicle exists to a much lesser 

extent here than it does elsewhere in the 

USA. here. Nor do we have a huge union 

movement as is found in some other states 

but we do a have strong libertarian streak 

and a big audience for the lifestyle left’s 

issue products. We’re also a small electoral 

college state (we only have four electoral 

votes,) but we’re very valuable because of 

our history of swing voting. Since 1976, 

New Hampshire has supported 

Democratic candidates five times and 

Republican candidates five times. 

  

The Starting Line  

The process starts with leading figures 

making visits to the state to line up 

activists and speak at prominent events 

like Politics and Eggs. About a year before 

voting day, we began to see and hear about 

candidates  in the state campaigning and 

meeting political activists. The activist and 

donor phases of the primary are really the 

first steps and they take place very early 

on. Political cognoscenti follow the 

comings and goings of candidates and who 

is likely to line up which activists follow 

intensely. The activist phase went public 

during the late winter of 2015. These visits 

are generally very public and they are a 

way to start to signal the public that a 

candidate is interested and, if they can get 

the endorsement of a New Hampshire 

heavyweight like former Governor and 

Bush White House Chief of Staff Sununu 

or our current sitting Senator, Jeanne 

Shaheen (D-NH) they can tap into a 

developed political organization and show 

that they are credible as candidates. While 

we are not a poor state but we are a small 

state and while candidates might brag 

about their war chests, they generally 

don’t talk about how and from whom said 

assets were amassed. 

 

The Spring/Summer Phase  

The average voter regularly sees and hears 

from candidates in the late spring and 
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early summer. These campaign kickoff 

forays are major media events but they are 

also a chance to bring people into direct 

contact with the candidates. The settings 

are generally quintessential New 

Hampshire scenes. Chris Christie took a 

walk down Elm Street in Manchester and 

Jeb Bush and Ted Cruz each visited 

Brown’s Lobster Pound in Seabrook. My 

students, almost none of whom are from 

New Hampshire, can’t get over the idea 

that, if I want to meet Presidential 

candidates and attend their events, I can 

do so easily but the ones who are from 

here, just laugh knowingly. We really will 

show up and get to know you but we 

expect you to listen to us in return. The 

summer involves a great deal of flesh 

pressing and inviting people to come to 

events. It is not unusual to see a 

Presidential candidate or two attending 

events like beer festivals or farmers 

markets. This is so ingrained in the culture 

that, for example the other night, the 

patrons in the restaurant that was hosting 

the Chris Christie town hall I was 

attending, felt free to walk in listen for a 

while then leave to have dinner. Nobody 

really thought much of having a 

Presidential campaign in the next room 

because it is such a normal experience 

here during primary season. Candidates 

do these things to get attention and build 

familiarity but they are also key ways to 

learn about the target audiences. 

 

 Even though the media marketing phase 

of the process can start as soon as the day 

after the Congressional Midterms as was 

the case in 2014 when former New York 

Governor George Pataki went on the air 

with a series of biographical ads, the 

public expectation in our state is that 

candidates will physically show up and 

answer our questions because, on the key 

local level, that is how politics works in the 

Granite State. Aside from events invites, 

we get some introductory direct mail 

during summer months. Usually, these are 

like the long Jeb Bush piece we received 

that goes into significant biographical 

detail about the candidate. The Bush one 

stands out because it reminded me of a 

college view book in terms of it’s length 

and detail. A lot of the other ones we’ve 

received are of the standard double sided 

single piece variety. Candidates want us to 

get to know them and to come and see 

them. Event invites are usually yours just 

for the asking.  

 

The summer phase is about market 

research. Campaigns seek to learn about 

voters interests and if they should target 

that voter as part of their universe or not 

plus media outlets and universities are 

always interested in knowing why the New 

Hampshire voter is thinking During July 

and August there were many nights when 

our phone would ring three or more times 

with either candidates or media surveys. 

I’ve been polled about a large number of 

Republicans and both of the leading 

Democrats in the race. It’s interesting as a 

political scientist to see 1) how different 

the different kinds of campaign polls are 

versus what the media tries to do and 2) 

how the different campaigns do different 

things with their polls. The longest poll 

that I’ve been involved in was a very 

detailed 20 minute study done by the 

Christie campaign that amounted to 

SWOT analysis about the Christie brand. 

The shortest was three questions 

conducted by an automated system and 

those were from more than one campaign. 

 

During the summer, the candidates use a 

lot of social media advertising as makes 

sense in a place with weather like this. Our 

summer is a short, sweet season meaning 

people are highly mobile unlike in the 

endless winter when the biggest question 

is “how much snow are we going to get 

and how long is going to last ?” Questions 

that are far better answered by watching 
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the local tv weather folks. And unlike in 

the summer, where the daylight is endless, 

our winter mornings come late and our 

winter afternoons end early meaning 

people spend more time in front of their tv 

in the winter than the summer thus tv 

advertising makes more sense in the 

former season than the latter. The summer 

is a time for market research, building a 

brand and awareness of that brand and 

literally getting to know people. Now the 

days are getting shorter, the weather’s 

getting cooler and the marketing mix is 

shifting. Labor Day has passed and more 

people are home making their kids do 

homework or because it’s dark two hours 

earlier now than it was in mid-June. Thus, 

the tv ad campaign has begun. In the 

future, I will write some other items about 

what it’s like to live in New Hampshire 

during primary season. It is truly a unique 

and valuable experience.  

 

Ken Cosgrove Ph.D. is Associate Professor 

of Government at Suffolk University in 

Boston, MA and a New Hampshire 

Primary Voter living in Hampton Falls 

who never wants to see eight feet of snow 

on the ground in his backyard at one time 

ever again.  

 

 

Apparitions and Party Crashers: The 2015 UK General Election 

and the (continual) unravelling of the Labour Party 

 

Daniel Mann 
Political Operative 
New York 
 

 

If the primary purpose of a political party 

is to win elections then the UK Labour 

Party is currently doing poorly.  However, 

despite what seems to be the collective 

thinking of the Party hierarchy, this is not 

a spontaneous decision on the collective 

part of British voters. It is the second-or 

even potentially the third installment of a 

saga of internal Party politics combined 

with a structure which, on the face of it, is 

both highly obscure and overly centralized. 

But it is also one which has more in 

common with that of a Fortune 500 

company than a political party, especially 

one with a strong grassroots background. 

 

Leeds North West is one of eight 

constituencies which make up the City of 

Leeds, and is the only constituency which 

is held by a Liberal Democrat. Leeds North 

West is comprised of four local 

government wards, Headingley, 

Weetwood, Adel and Wharfedale as well as 

Otley and Yeadon. Going from south to 

north, Headingley ward is mainly 

comprised of students and young 

professionals. Weetwood ward has long 

been a Liberal Democrat stronghold, and 

it was here where we in the Labour Party 

concentrated the majority of our efforts in 

the run up to polling day. Adel and 

Wharfedale ward is the only ward which is 

a safe Conservative ward, thanks largely in 

part to its rural nature. Additionally, it is 

here where the local organization was the 

weakest, with efforts on polling day 

predominantly restricted to Holt Park and 

Cookridge, which are almost exclusively 

comprised of social housing in the far 

south of the ward. Otley and Yeadon had 

perhaps the strongest local organization of 

anywhere in the constituency. However, 

its tendency to ‘go its own way’ proved to 

be a major obstacle to the campaign. It is 

in Otley where the Central Labour Party 
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(CLP) has its offices, at the Otley Labour 

Rooms. Yeadon is an area to the south of 

Otley, lacking in local organization since it 

is inconvenient to reach from anywhere in 

the constituency.  

 

In the run up to polling day, in addition to 

the Otley Labour Rooms, we had an office 

on Otley Road in Far Headingley, in 

Weetwood ward. Our offices were on the 

second floor with two of the windows 

facing the street where we hung large 

posters of our candidate, Alex Sobel, the 

Labour logo, and proclaimed that Labour 

offered ‘A better plan, A better future’.  For 

a period of about six weeks from mid-

February we also had adverts on three of 

the bus routes which serve Otley Road. On 

routes 1 and 6, which serve Headingley, 

Weetwood and Adel and Wharfedale 

wards, these advertisements consisted of 

placards inside the buses, while on the 

X84 route, which runs along Otley Road 

all the way north to Otley, these were 

larger adverts on the back of the bus, 

outside. It was in this way that we 

increased our visibility, but an issue with 

the branding would materialize closer to 

polling day on 7th May. 

 

By the time the campaign office opened on 

Otley Road in February, the campaign had 

already had a number of hiccups. We had 

lost our organizer to a neighbouring 

constituency several months prior and 

there was a lot of discontent amongst 

members and activists due to a party 

culture which mirrored the national top-

down management structure, hostility to 

change, and numerous interpersonal 

issues which stemmed from the first two. 

As a result, we encountered difficulty in 

starting the ground campaign for the local 

elections in Weetwood ward, where the 

general election would either be won or 

lost. Our marketing there was primarily 

consisted of attacks on the Liberal 

Democrats, centering around issues such 

as the privatization of the NHS and tuition 

fees. However, the biggest mistake is that 

this was not combined with a message 

noting what Labour would have done 

differently. Whilst seemingly an obvious 

omission, those in charge of the national 

campaign strategy did not anticipate the 

message we were told to feed to voters 

about how all our policies had been costed 

would lead to questions about what 

policies we had in the first place.  

 

The combination of a centre-left Party 

leader and a right-wing party hierarchy 

and staff scarcely changed since 2007 led 

to a party in a state of either perpetual 

meltdown or complete inertia that it could 

not identify a market orientation and 

articulate policy based upon an identified 

market orientation. While this was 

happening on a national and regional level, 

in Leeds North West the CLP as well as the 

four branches were in a state of perpetual 

chaos, with no plan as to how the 

campaign should be operationalized. The 

structure of both the CLP and the 

branches was either absent or overly 

complicated. For example, we had several 

subcommittees to accomplish undefined 

tasks, yet the most basic tasks often went 

undone by the constant ideological 

infighting of the CLP executive. The then-

CLP chair, a 77-year old man who was a 

self-identified Blairite installed an 87-year 

old woman as the Headingley and 

Weetwood combined branch chair. Her 

advanced age precluded her from 

contributing sufficiently while being 

controlled by the CLP chair. This caused a 

great deal of friction between the 

aforementioned two people and the more 

left leaning Parliamentary candidate and 

the core campaign team. 

 

The autocratic and dictatorial 

management style coming from One 

Brewers Green was being unwittingly 

transmitted to Leeds North West and had 
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the impact of decimating the number of 

activists in the area. This meant the most 

basic campaign tasks, such as the entry of 

data into the database, went by the 

wayside. Closer to polling day this led to 

the dividing up of streets into what are 

known as road groups not being done in 

Headingley ward, as road groups are 

supposed to be created automatically by 

the database. This could have proved 

disastrous, as Headingley ward had three 

Labour councilors, one of whom was up 

for reelection. He subsequently won. But 

did so while facing a significant threat 

from both the Green Party and the Liberal 

Democrats. 

 

Polling day itself did not go as well as it 

could have had a functioning campaign 

infrastructure and a campaign strategy 

across all four wards been in place. The 

optimism which had been present up to a 

few days before was in short supply as the 

day went on. The plan on polling day was 

to have the central headquarters at the 

campaign office on Otley Road in 

Weetwood, which would additionally serve 

as the Weetwood ward sub-office. There 

would be three further sub-offices in the 

other wards. The Headingley sub-office 

would be located at the CLP chair’s 

residence in the far south of both the 

constituency and the ward, just off 

Headingley Lane near Hyde Park Corner, 

with the Otley and Yeadon sub-office 

being located at the Labour Rooms in 

Otley town centre, and the Adel and 

Wharfedale sub-office being located at a 

member’s home in Cookridge, in the south 

of Adel and Wharfedale ward, near the 

Weetwood border. 

 

While this system of a central office and 

three sub-offices had been used previously, 

it did not work this time due to the 

aforementioned issues with a lack of 

constituency-wide planning and each 

ward’s tendency to do its own thing. For 

example, in Headingley, the CLP chair 

thought it would be better to feed and 

water everyone simultaneously rather than 

have people come, eat, rest and leave. This 

meant that when teams returned they 

needed to wait for the other teams before 

being fed and watered. As a result the 

teams were unable to cover as much of the 

constituency. Furthermore, it became 

impossible to enter the data obtained into 

the system due to the lack of road groups 

and general lack of up-to-date information.  

 

Later that evening after the polls had 

closed at 10pm, we went to the count at 

the First Direct Arena, where first the local 

government verification was held, 

followed by the Parliamentary count. It 

became immediately obvious that the 

result was not going to be good, as 

marginal seats up and down the country 

started to declare, with numerous Labour 

losses. It was around 3am when a rumour 

started to spread that there was going to 

be a recount in Morley and Outwood, 

which was a relatively safe Labour seat, 

and the seat of Ed Balls, the shadow 

Chancellor when we really knew we were 

in trouble. This was followed shortly by 

the declarations in Elmet and Rothwell 

and Pudsey, which the Conservatives held 

by a large margin. Pudsey was especially 

surprising given that the Labour Party 

both regionally and nationally sunk an 

large amount of resources into it, much to 

the deprivation of us in Leeds North West. 

When the result for Leeds North West 

finally came close to 7.30am, I was 

exhausted and decided to go home. It 

seemed appropriate somehow that it 

started to pour with rain just as I got on 

the bus home. 
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Trends in Political Marketing 
 

The Political Marketing Study able to understand Putin's 

future according of Russia's actions against Georgia in 2008 

and the Ukraine in 2014 

 

Kakhaber Djakeli 
Faculty Professor 
Faculty of Business 
Management 
International Black Sea  
University 
k.jakeli@rocketmail.com 

 

Having lost the battle against “Rose 

Revolution” and democratic development 

in Georgia, Russian military forces in 

August 2008 crossed the borders of 

independent state Georgia and occupied 

its territory. This was unexpected not only 

for Georgians but for western strategists, 

firstly identified the brutality of Russian 

“white bear” after “Perestroika” period. 

The same happened in Ukraine. Having 

lost the battle against “Ukrainian 

Revolution 2014” Putin, having identified 

its possible influence to Russia, started 

Russian Military Intervention to Ukraine. 

 

In political marketing research, according 

to the Delphi method, we asked questions 

to 35 political scientist, political marketers, 

journalists and doctoral students in Tbilisi, 

Georgia. All these respondents already 

worked on the issue of political changes in 

post-soviet peace. That’s why they were 

experienced in the Russian aggressions 

and their strategies and tactics. The 

mission of the Research was, if it is 

possible, to identify the future of Putin’s 

Russia.  

 

The result of the research shows the 

following picture: Putin’s actions can turn 

into following matrix. 

 

The steps of democratic Revolution, called 

sometimes as “Colorful revolution” 

Putin’s usual steps 

The revolution wins the peaceful, democratic battle 

in the center of the city. 

Putin reacts by its “loyal” separatists, making 

unrests in regions of this country.   

Country tries to negotiate.  Putin’s loyal separatists occupy the territory, 

proclaim independence of the region.  

Country sends some police units and after that sends 

troops to hold peace. 

Putin sends the “humanitarian convoy” bringing all 

needed weapons, money, and food to separatists. 

Country tries to defeat separatists. Separatists backed by Russian military units open 

real front in the style of Partisan war.   

country speaks about seas-fire Putin cleans-up the separatist territory and after 

that plans for next targets 

World multi-lateral organizations criticize Putin’s 

Russia, Economic Sanctions are established against 

aggressor and economic agreements with Russia are 

cut. 

Russian economy worsens 

What next? What next? 

Picture 1:   How Putin Reacts on Democratic changes in Post-Soviet peace, ex-soviet union countries. 

(Source: research of the author). 
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About what can be near future of aggressor, our Delphi marketing study is giving us the four 

scenarios in the form of matrix. 

 

 
 

Picture 2: Matrix: four scenarios of Putin,s Russia. (Source: research of the author) 

 

Accordingly, we can discuss all these four 

possible scenarios: 1. in the case of coup 

d’état, Mr. Putin should be afraid from his 

praetorian society, but if coup d’état fails; 

it can turn into civil war in Russia. 2. 

Fascism can be radicalism of Russia, 

Duginism, what seems to be ideological 

fundament of Putin, looks like a similar 

development. Fascism can bring only 

defeat to Putin. 3. Peaceful change by 

democratic elections is only possible if 

society and Putin,s praetorians reduce 

their aggression to post soviet peace. 4. 

Mass brutal revolution can occur, when 

society is in dissonance with crazy ideas of 

suicide elite.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

levels of Putin's and his elite's aggresion

Levels of 
Acceptability 

of Putin’s 
Aggression 
by Russian 

people

reducing           growing

growing

reducing

coup d,etat             Fascism 

peaceful change, by 
elections is coming  soon

mass brutal 

revolution
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Not Respecting Criticism and the Need to Maintain an Image 

of Leadership Strength 

 

Dr Edward Elder 
Research Assistant 
Politics and International 
Relations 
University of Auckland 
 

 

The situation 

On Saturday August 15th thousands of 

New Zealanders took to the streets in 

protest of the Government's involvement 

in the Trans-Pacific Partnership 

Agreement. That Monday the Prime 

Minister went on the morning television 

show Breakfast and responded by  noting 

the deal was complicated and those in 

opposition to the agreement had not seen 

it yet. Therefore, those who protested the 

deal did so with "a bit of headline 

information" and were "misinformed". 

Furthermore, the Prime Minister 

suggested that only one third of those 

protesting were "genuine", with the other 

two thirds being made up of the rent-a-

crowd as well as Labour and Green Party 

supporters who opposed anything the 

Government did. 

 

Unsurprisingly, Key and the Government 

faced a backlash for these comments, with 

a number of articles surfaced in the print 

media (both analogy and digital forms) in 

the proceeding days suggesting the Prime 

Minister and his government were looking 

more out of touch, arrogant, and 

dismissive. 

 

"These personal remarks sound like the 

high-handed remarks of a Government in 

power too long." 

 

There was seemingly no response from the 

New Zealand Government other than to 

stick to the message that had caused this 

backlash in the first place. 

 

The problem 

Key's response to the criticism highlights a 

possible decline in his communication 

strategy. As President Barack Obama 

would do eight days later, Key broke one 

of the main rules of market-oriented 

governing leaders' communication, he 

showed a lack of respect for those who 

disagreed with them. This is a trend in 

traditional communication strategies that 

does not work with market-oriented ideals; 

suggesting all criticism is either politically 

motivated, due to misinformation or, 

worse, because the public just does not 

understand. Research done by Promise for 

the UK Labour Government in 2004 

suggests the latter in particular is often 

digested by the public about as well as 

concrete glazed in gravel. 

 

This type of reaction to criticism is even 

more alarming for the New Zealand 

Government. Most importantly because it 

is in reaction to direct public criticism. 

Also, as has been noted many times, one of 

the Prime Minister's great gifts has been 

his ability to read the public sentiment, 

acknowledge it in his own laid back 

"typical kiwi" fashion, but ultimately do 

what he and his government thought was 

right. For two terms Key's communication 

on such issues often followed a similar 

theme: 

 

"I understand you have concerns and I 

understand why you have those concerns. 

But let me explain our point of view."  

 

The greater public would, sometimes 

begrudgingly, accept this; putting their 

trust in the leader who had established an 

http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/71171088/TPP-protesters-were-misinformed-says-John-Key
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/71171088/TPP-protesters-were-misinformed-says-John-Key
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/71171088/TPP-protesters-were-misinformed-says-John-Key
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/71236492/Editorial-Arrogance-will-not-win-Trans-Pacific-Partnership-debate-for-Key
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/71236492/Editorial-Arrogance-will-not-win-Trans-Pacific-Partnership-debate-for-Key
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/71236492/Editorial-Arrogance-will-not-win-Trans-Pacific-Partnership-debate-for-Key
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/aug/25/white-house-walks-back-obamas-crazies-comment/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/aug/25/white-house-walks-back-obamas-crazies-comment/
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intangible connection with them and had, 

for the most part, delivered. Key's reaction 

to these protests were, therefore, 

completely out of character. This suggests 

Key is not as diligent in maintaining his 

communication strategy as he has been in 

years past. 

 

A potential solution? 

At first glance the solution seems obvious, 

go back to what worked before. It is true 

that Key does need to respect public 

opinion. However, how he builds public 

trust for these decisions will need to 

change. The context surrounding Key's 

Government, and New Zealand, has been 

changing since Key won a third term in 

office one year ago. Most importantly, as 

diary prices decline New Zealand's 

economy seems less buoyant than in late 

2014. This is important to Key's brand as 

the "leadership strength" aspect of his 

image has been supported by results 

rather than many subtle verbal and visual 

cues indicative of strong leadership. In 

other words, Key will be less able to build 

public trust in his decisions based on 

concrete results in the economy. 

 

So, with this change in context, how Key 

presents himself will also need to change. 

Key could slowly change his public image 

by eliciting more subtle cues that signify 

leadership strength. This would involve 

being more aware of how he presents 

himself. For starters, this would involve 

less slouching and looking at the ground 

while walking, having squared shoulders 

when giving speeches, and being more 

subdued and authoritative when 

interviewed; still open and friendly, but 

less 'matey'. Not only would such a change 

help  him combat the changing New 

Zealand context, but it would also refresh 

the image that has been showing signs of 

decline since the election campaign last 

year. The polls have not been effected yet. 

However, as seen by previous Labour 

government under Helen Clark, the fall 

normally comes suddenly and drastically 

after an accumulation of issues pile up. 

 

Of course, communication is not the only 

issue of concern for the Key led National 

Government. For example, the salient flag 

referendum that was supposed to be 

nationally uniting has been polarising. 

However, as seen by previous examples, 

communication can help combat the 

problems of government fatigue. Key 

needs to combat this as soon as possible in 

order to maintain public support, rather 

than undertake the more difficult task of 

regaining public support later on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.detroitnews.com/story/business/2015/09/22/changes-china-sour-new-zealand-dairy-industry/72647604/
http://www.detroitnews.com/story/business/2015/09/22/changes-china-sour-new-zealand-dairy-industry/72647604/
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/what-rough-patch-national-and-key-riding-high-in-one-news-colmar-brunton-poll-q09860
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2015/09/zealand-flag-precarious-nationalism-150915072737570.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2015/09/zealand-flag-precarious-nationalism-150915072737570.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2015/09/zealand-flag-precarious-nationalism-150915072737570.html
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Political Marketing Academia Worldwide 

 

Academic Study of Political Marketing in Ghana 

 

Kobby Mensah 
University of Ghana Business 
School 
Department of Marketing and 
Customer Management 
Legon, Accra, Ghana 
Email: 
kobbymensah@ug.edu.gh 

 

Introduction  

Although awareness of political marketing 

is taken shape in Ghana, formal academic 

study is yet to hit the class rooms.  

 

In research, only a handful of studies are 

fully committed to the discipline (Mensah, 

2007; 2009; Hinson and Tweneboah- 

Koduah, 2010; Tweneboah-Koduah et al, 

2010), alongside my PhD from Sheffield 

(Mensah, 2010). There are other studies, 

mostly located in electioneering and 

campaign literature, from established 

disciplines such as political science, 

political communications and sociology 

that partly reflect on some political 

marketing concepts (Ninsin, 2006; Youde, 

2005; Gyimah-Boadi, 2001; Nugent, 2001; 

Ayee, 2000; 1997; Anebo, 1997). These 

and many other developments, such as 

media analysis of the Ghanaian political 

landscape, consultation on campaign 

strategy, strategic and tactical ad buying, 

and personal conversations that I have 

had with the political class suggest an 

increasing knowledge in Ghana, of the 

global phenomenon that is defining 

political fortunes of most parties and 

candidates in the world.  

 

In teaching, one could identify traces of 

political marketing concepts, again, from 

the established fields, especially political 

communications in Ghanaian institutions 

of higher studies. For example, the 

Department of Communications studies, 

formerly School of Communications (SCS), 

at the University of Ghana, and the Ghana 

Institute of Journalism (GIJ), teach 

courses that have themes which are either 

directly situated in, or closely linked to, 

political marketing such as advertising, 

audience analysis (segmentation), framing 

(branding/positioning) and message 

development.   

 

In fact, the Department of Communication 

Studies at the University of Ghana, and 

the Ghana Institute of Journalism, both 

specialist institutions in political 

communication and journalism, have 

Integrated Marketing Communication 

(IMC) and Public relations (PR) as courses 

that have traces of political marketing 

character. On the website of the former for 

example, 

(http://www.ug.edu.gh/commstudies/cou

rses?field_department_tid=5, accessed 

27/08/2015) the IMC course is said to 

“encompass theoretical and rhetorical 

analysis of professional communication, 

persuasion in the market place and the 

management of communication within 

organizational contexts”- including a 

political organisation.  

 

On the GIJ’s website 

(http://web.gij.edu.gh/index.php/academ

ics/post-graduate-courses, accessed 

27/08/2015), the PR course description 

partly reads “…In the modern globalised 

democratic system, communication 

processes and even election campaigns 

have become sophisticated and complex 

phenomena in both developing and the 

established democracies. The adoption of 

integrated communications, marketing, 

organisational behaviour, crisis 

http://www.ug.edu.gh/commstudies/courses?field_department_tid=5
http://www.ug.edu.gh/commstudies/courses?field_department_tid=5
http://web.gij.edu.gh/index.php/academics/post-graduate-courses
http://web.gij.edu.gh/index.php/academics/post-graduate-courses
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management and advertising among 

others are crucial to effective public 

relations work.” 

 

Despite the traces of the character of 

political marketing in our academic 

environments, the sub discipline remains 

unfounded in teaching, not learning as 

most students do so on their own; parts of 

its personality hidden in the cloaks of 

established disciplines, and most 

profoundly, the political marketing name 

still rings novel in the ears of many 

academics despite its renowned sounding 

globally. In short, the academy in Ghana 

has been slow in discovering political 

marketing as a sub discipline worthy of 

teaching, when in practice its take-off 

happened decades ago (Mensah, 2007). 

 

 

Political Marketing Awareness in 

Ghana   

It is argued that awareness and knowledge 

of political marketing in Ghana is not as a 

result of formal education because that is 

yet to take off in our institutions of higher 

learning. Instead, one could arguably 

attribute it to the informal transmittance 

of knowledge made possible through the 

exposure to foreign content by 

international media houses such as CNN, 

BBC and DW - Deutsche Welle, the 

German satellite TV channel. Other forms 

of exposure, such as the use of political 

marketing/campaign strategists, as 

highlighted in the theory of the 

development of political campaigning have 

manifested (Blumler et al., 1996; Mancini 

and Swanson, 1996; Negrine and 

Papathanassopolous, 1996; Negrine, 1996; 

Scammell, 1997; Plasser and Plasser, 

2002).  

 

In the theory of the development of 

political campaigning, scholars chart 

differing perspectives of influence, the 

dominant of which has been the 

‘Americanisation’ thesis (Blumler et al., 

1996; Mancini and Swanson, 1996; 

Negrine and Papathanassopolous, 1996; 

Negrine, 1996; Scammell, 1997; Plasser 

and Plasser, 2002). Some also refer to 

globalization in which diverse experiences 

from different countries are said to be the 

contributing factor to local campaign 

knowledge (Lees-Marshment, 2001; 

Negrine, 1996; Scammell, 1997). Others 

argue for modernization or 

professionalization of political 

campaigning to define the trend 

(Scammell, 1999). The differing 

descriptions of what is becoming a 

common set of campaign practices in 

democracies worldwide demonstrate the 

divergent opinions to its component parts.  

 

In this regard, one could argue that 

Ghana‘s experience in contemporary 

campaigning, and for that matter political 

marketing practices, is no doubt aligned to 

the ‘Americanisation’ thesis, made 

possible through the constant flow of 

American electioneering broadcast by 

CNN. Scammell, for example, defines 

‘Americanization’ as the US leading trends 

in modern democratic campaigning 

worldwide through direct export of 

American style campaigning; the 

employment of American consultants 

abroad; by education through 

participation, observation and literature of 

political campaigning; and by the 

acceptance of the US as a role model of 

how to run a campaign and how to 

manipulate media and technology to 

persuade voters (Scammell, 1997, p. 3). 

 

It is also a fact that majority of Ghanaian 

politicians, and to a large extent African 

politicians, study, work and live abroad, 

mostly in the UK and the US, and relocate 

eventually to Ghana, with an indepth 

understanding of how electioneering 

campaigns are executed in these major 

democracies. They, hence, offer ‘expertise’ 
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to their own campaigns as candidates for 

parliamentary elections, and to 

presidential campaigns of their parties.  

 

 

Progress made on Academic Study 

of Political Marketing in Ghana 

In recent times, however, political 

marketing is gradually gaining recognition, 

as an academic discipline on our campuses, 

especially in the University of Ghana and 

the Ghana Institute of Journalism, and 

across the country. I have delivered 

seminars on political marketing, 

conducted political marketing research on 

the two most dominant parties in Ghana, 

The National Democratic Congress (NDC) 

and the New Patriotic Party (NPP) and 

presented the findings at seminars 

attended by academics, political 

practitioners and the media 

(http://ugbs.ug.edu.gh/news/kobby-

mensah-presents-research-findings-

political-parties-ugbs-seminar-series, 

accessed 27/08/2015). I have on countless 

occasions been invited and engaged by 

media houses – television, radio and 

newspapers 

(http://elections.peacefmonline.com/page

s/politics/201403/191613.php?storyid=10

0&, accessed 27/08/2015) to discuss 

political developments in Ghana from 

political marketing perspectives. 

 

I have also challenged students, Masters 

and PhDs, to undertake political 

marketing research. So far, UGBS has 

recorded 2 Students on PhD; third and 

second year, 8 Masters Students, with 5 

having completed their theses last year 

and 3 in their second year. In the PhD first 

year class, Political Marketing is part of 

their Research Training Programme (RTP) 

on which they need to accumulate credit 

hours, under the subject “new trends in 

marketing.” I expect these student 

numbers to grow in the coming years. 

 

Political marketing was also recently 

advertised in a national press, the Daily 

Graphic, as one of the short courses run by 

the University of Ghana Business School 

Executive Development (UGBS ED). But 

most importantly for teaching, I 

successfully made a case for political 

marketing to be included as a taught and 

examined course in the UGBS MA 

Marketing Strategy programme. At long 

last political marketing makes its way to 

the classroom in Ghana! 
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Why I study Political Marketing 
 

Tom James 
MA Student 
Politics and International 
Relations 
University of Auckland 
 

 

I started studying political marketing in 

my final year as an undergraduate at the 

University of Auckland in 2013. I decided 

to continue studying political marketing in 

my postgraduate studies in order to 

expand my job opportunities, contribute 

to the field, because my university had one 

of the leading experts in the field, and 

because I genuinely wanted to know how 

leaders of progressive parties could change 

their parties to help members accept (and 

maybe even support) a market-orientated 

strategy.  

 

So I am now looking at the 

implementation of market orientation in 

Labour parties in opposition in the United 

Kingdom and New Zealand. I saw that 

political parties on the left around the 

world were having a hard time connecting 

with the public and there was a massive 

gap in the literature when it came to their 

implementation of strategy, so it made 

sense to me to pick this as my topic. 

 

I saw doing my masters as a way of 

learning how to answer certain questions 

that really interested me, as well as expand 

my future job opportunities. It also helped 

having a great supervisor who really 

encouraged me to push myself 

academically and set up a lot of 

opportunities to meet practitioners so I 

could learn from their experiences. 

 

 
Alongside my supervisor, her fellow post-graduate 

students and New Zealand's Minister for Economic 

Development, Tertiary Education, Skills and Employment, 

Steven Joyce. 

 

I also got to present at the Global 

Marketing and Management Conference 

2015 and it was a fantastic experience. 

 

I would really like to work in market 

research. I think it’s fascinating 

uncovering what people think about 

brands and how that influences their 

behaviour. I’ve already got a casual job as 

a market research interviewer at Colmar 

Brunton partly thanks to my studies, so I 

hope that after I’m finished with my 

masters I can get a full-time job in the area. 

 

I would encourage potential postgraduate 

students to just do it. It expands your job 

opportunities, you get to contribute to the 

academic literature on your area of 

specialisation and you will make some 

friends for life. 
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Recently Competed Theses 

 
A New Model of Communication for Market-Oriented 

Governing Leaders: Portraying the qualities of bring in touch, 

leadership, and credibility in office 

 

Dr Edward Elder 
Research Assistant 
Politics and International 
Relations 
University of Auckland 
 

 

In the field of political marketing much 

study has been devoted to the examination 

of how political parties adopt a market-

orientation when seeking office. However, 

scholars are increasingly noting the 

difficulties parties face in maintaining a 

market-orientation and a positive public 

image once in government. More recent 

political marketing studies promote 

greater importance of the communication 

used by governing leaders. Yet extensive 

study on how this has changed is yet to be 

done. Therefore, this Phd thesis outlines 

the development of a new model for how 

contemporary market-oriented governing 

leaders could use communication during 

the non-campaign period in an attempt to 

alleviate the public image problems faced 

by their predecessors. The model was 

developed using a grounded theory 

method. An initial framework was 

developed using previous literature. It was 

then applied to two leaders’ 

communication around two issues each 

during their first term in office. This was 

done before revising the framework. The 

findings suggested that contemporary 

market-oriented governing leaders are 

using some of the communication 

strategies suggested by the initial 

framework. Yet the findings also suggested 

these governing leaders' communication 

did not correlate with some of the most 

important aspects of the initial framework. 

Notably, second generation market-

oriented governing leaders are still 

unwilling to be truly reflective about the 

decisions they and their governments have 

made. In saying this, the case study 

analysis also suggested ways to promote 

market-oriented qualities not found when 

designing the initial framework. Most 

importantly, this research suggested that a 

governing leader can promote both strong 

personal convictions while also 

highlighting the fact that they are still in 

touch with the public.  It is going to take 

more than one generation for governing 

leaders to adapt to new communication 

strategies in government, just as it took 

political parties multiple decades to adopt 

market-oriented strategies to get into 

office. The difference being that many of 

these parties adopted such practices 

without the pressure of the challenges of 

office. The model for market-oriented 

governing leaders' communication 

provides at theory for analysing the 

evolution of market-oriented governing 

leaders' communication going forward.
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Framing the First Lady:  

The Portraits of American Presidential First Ladies 
 

Renisa Maki  
Masters Graduate 
Art History 
University of Auckland 

 

Political marketing theory, specifically on 

visual political communication and the 

political product, informed the analysis 

for my Masters thesis on the official 

painted portraits of American 

presidential first ladies. These portraits 

were commissioned for the White House 

art collection and the Smithsonian 

National Portrait Gallery in Washington 

D.C., and can be viewed as part of the 

first ladies’ brand and delivery 

communication.  

 

This thesis was the first academic 

research on first lady portraiture. 

Research included studying in the 

archives of museums, as well as in-person 

interviews with Anita McBride, former 

Chief of Staff to First Lady Laura Bush; 

Betty C. Monkman and William G. 

Allman, White House curators; William 

Bushong, Vice President of the White 

House Historical Association; Wendy 

Wick Reaves and Brandon Fortune, 

Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery 

curators; and Martha Regula, Research 

Library Director at the National First 

Ladies Library in Ohio.  

 

The key findings of the thesis add value to 

the disciplines of art history, political 

science and gender studies. However, 

since it is impossible to condense the 

complexity and nuances of the entire 

thesis into a short article, provided here 

are extracts of the analysis on Hillary 

Clinton’s White House portrait.  

 

Theoretical framework 

There are two key theoretical assumptions. 

Firstly, the first lady is a political product, 

and secondly, the portrait is a form of 

visual political communication to convey 

her brand, service offering and delivery.  

 

The first lady’s role as a political product is 

emphasised through Jenny Lloyd’s 

broader discussion of political product 

characteristics: 

1. Services offering: the identification of 

the services (including policy) that the 

country/electorate really needs, 

delivery of policy and the effective 

management of its implementation 

(involving appropriate management 

skills and expertise).  

2. Representation: the way that all 

aspects of the political party, its 

policies and its members are 

represented to the electorate on a 

number of interrelated levels 

[including] controlled and 

uncontrolled communication.  

3. Accommodation: how parties 

understand and respond appropriately 

to the needs of the electorate [by 

being] accessible and open and the 

party encouraging participation at all 

levels across the community.1 

  

Services offering and accommodation 

particularly apply to first ladies given she 

identifies and pursues policy issues 

responding to public needs, and 

                                                        
1 Jenny Lloyd. “Marketing politics… saving 
democracy.” In The Routledge Companion to 
Nonprofit Marketing, Eds. Adrian Sargeant 
and Walter Wymer. (New York: Routledge, 
2005), 317 – 336.  
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particularly women’s needs. First ladies 

accommodate the needs of the electorate 

by being accessible and open to several 

levels of community stakeholders. 

Throughout this process, Melanne Verveer 

notes the first lady can “translate 

problems she learns about from the people 

into programmatic solutions. For example, 

if she learns a particular disease is not 

receiving its fair share of research dollars, 

she can push for an increase.” 2  Verveer 

cited Clinton as doing precisely that, for 

childhood asthma, juvenile diabetes, and 

epilepsy.  

 

Clinton’s political product began 

developing from her legal career. As a Yale 

Law School student, she served on the 

editorial board of Yale Review of Law and 

Social Action. In the 1980s she was a 

partner in the Rose Law Firm, arguably 

the most prestigious law firm in the state 

of Arkansas. 3  Simultaneously, she was 

appointed by the Carter administration on 

the board of the Legal Services 

Corporation, of which she eventually 

became chairwoman. Her service offering 

as first lady was to head the President’s 

Task Force on National Health Care 

Reform. Bill Clinton announced during his 

presidential campaign his intention to give 

her this job. Clinton engrossed herself in 

the work immediately, testifying before 

Congress in the early stages of 

administration for the Health Security Act 

of 1993. 4  This included working with 

                                                        
2 Melanne Verveer. “Foreword” In The 
Presidential Companion: Readings on the 
First Ladies. Eds. Robert P. Watson and 
Anthony J. Eksterowicz. (Columbia, South 
Carolina: University of South Carolina Press, 
2003), xii.  
3 Myra G. Gutin. “Hillary’s Choices: The First 
Ladyship of Hillary Rodham Clinton and the 
Future of the Office” In The Presidential 
Companion: Readings on the First Ladies. pg. 
278 
4 Colton C. Campbell and Sean E. McCluskie. 
“Policy Experts: Congressional Testimony and 
Influence of First Ladies” In The Presidential 

several committees at Capitol Hill 

including Ways and Means, Energy and 

Commerce, and Education and Labour. 

She was the first presidential spouse to not 

only testify but also put forth a proposal 

on health care which she devised herself. 

As principal architect of this social policy, 

she accommodated her product as Lloyd’s 

theory asserts is needed by travelling 

around the country meeting with 

healthcare professionals, medical groups, 

interest groups, business representatives 

and ordinary people to hear the views on 

the nation’s health care system, in an 

effort to hammer out the complexities of 

the issue. She regularly attended policy 

strategy meetings and consulted with 

members of Congress prior to testifying in 

1993 and 1994, resulting in several 

senators praising her skills and leadership 

as “extraordinary.” 5  Clinton was also 

elected Senator of New York in 2001, 

during her tenure as first lady. 

 

All of this is conveyed in her pose and 

clothing choices for her White House 

portrait, painted by artist Simmie Knox. 

Dressed in a crisp black tailored ‘power 

suit’ she remains the only first lady in 

pants in an official portrait. By choosing to 

dress in the corporate clothing of legal 

professionals, she opted to be remembered 

for her skills and professional talents 

rather than just First Lady. Indeed, the 

Washington Post quoted her asking not to 

be judged solely upon her partnership 

with the president but rather on her 

performance. 6  Moreover, Clinton is the 

only first lady to ever be painted in pants 

                                                                                
Companion: Readings on the First Ladies. pg. 
182 
5 Senator Edward M. Kennedy. Opening 
remarks before the Senate Committee on 
Labor and Human Resources. Health Care Act 
of 1993. 103d Congress, 1st session, 29 
September 1993, pg. 3 
6 Ann Devroy. “First Lady defends role she 
calls a partnership” Washington Post, 18 
October 1995.  
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for an official White House portrait. Her 

hair is painted cut short and brushed 

elegantly to the side, leaving her face open 

and approachable without any fringe. 

Standing upright with one leg crossed in 

front of the other, she commands over her 

domain with both hands engaged with the 

objects in the painting.  

 

However, reflecting the obstacles women 

face when appearing to overstep gender 

boundaries, Clinton was severely criticised 

for developing policy as a first lady. Her 

actions were viewed as inappropriate and 

her influence on healthcare policy was 

seen as too great. The tensions peaked 

with a federal court case against her in 

1993, the Association of American 

Physicians and Surgeons vs. Hillary 

Rodham Clinton, which took issue with 

her position as head of the task force as a 

violation of federal nepotism laws. Whilst 

the US Court of Appeals ruled in her 

favour, stating she did have the right to 

head this task force because as First Lady 

she was the ‘functional equivalent of a 

government officer or employee’ and 

therefore entitled to be delegated duties 

like heading a task force, Clinton 

nonetheless opted to appease tensions by 

later adhering to more feminine tasks as 

First Lady.7 Gutin wrote of this period in 

Clinton’s administration: 

 

For a time Hillary Clinton took a step 

back and embraced a more traditional 

first-lady stance. She addressed 

conferences on women’s issues and toured 

Asia with her daughter, Chelsea. She 

began to write a weekly syndicated 

newspaper column “Talking It Over” that 

was similar to Eleanor Roosevelt’s 

celebrated column “My Day.”8  

 

Clinton’s directional change reiterates the 

pressures on first ladies not to pursue 

                                                        
7 Campbell and McCluskie. pg. 174 
8 Gutin. pg. 280  

overt leadership. Arguably as a reactionary 

approach to the critique she received, she 

instead associated herself with less 

controversial policies such as women’s 

health and child rearing. 9  Then-

representative and co-chair of the 

Congressional Caucus for Women’s Issues, 

Patricia Schroeder, attributed the “Hillary 

factor” for pushing through thirty bills 

affecting women and children during this 

period from 1993 - 1994, asserting the 

First Lady’s “influence and popularity has 

given women more clout.”10  

 

Her following of more conventional 

feminine policies to counterbalance her 

assertive work in healthcare policy 

development is evidenced by the still life 

objects she selected for her portrait. 

Clinton instructed artist Knox to paint her 

1996 book It Takes a Village: And Other 

Lessons Children Teach Us in the 

forefront of the painting, placed beside her 

hand on the table. 11  This still life object 

symbolises Clinton’s expansive work in 

childcare policies and legal expertise on 

children’s rights. As a Yale student, she 

was accepted into a program for protecting 

the rights of children, which developed her 

abiding interest for the cause. 12  She 

worked for the Children’s Defense Fund in 

Massachusetts. As the First Lady of 

Arkansas during the 1970s she worked 

continuously for children, families and 

education. While maintaining a busy law 

practice, she founded the Arkansas 

Advocates for Children and Families and 

served as chairwoman of the Arkansas 

                                                        
9 Karen O’ Connor, Bernadette Nye, and Laura 
Van Assendelft, “Wives in the White House: 
The Political Influence of First Ladies” 
Presidential Studies Quarterly 26 (summer 
1997): (847)  
10 “Record 30 Women’s Bills Passed in ’93 as 
Ranks in Congress Grow” Star Tribune, 3 
December 1993.  
11 Curatorial file on Mrs. Clinton’s portrait.  
12 Gutin. pg. 277 
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Education Standards Committee. As a 

result, Verveer acknowledged: 

 

Mrs. Clinton happens to have worked on 

issues relating to foster children and 

adoption for twenty plus years so she is 

preceded with a reputation on these 

issues that is not to be taken lightly. When 

she works with a group of experts in this 

issue area, she is also very 

knowledgeable.13   

 

Drawing on these professional experiences 

and personal experiences as a mother, 

Clinton wrote her book on how children 

develop relationships to their parents and 

society. The book’s title, inspired from an 

African proverb, suggests that a child 

needs many people to become a healthy, 

well-adjusted adult.14  The book was well 

received and Clinton won a Grammy 

award for her oral reading of it. The book 

therefore functions as a powerful symbol 

of her policies, intellectuality and legal 

prowess. It strengthens her political 

product through successful representation 

of the extent of her active role in 

government business.  

 

Such policy promotion is effective given 

how contemporary audiences interact with 

and are influenced by a political leader’s 

image more than the person, as Claire 

Robinson emphasises: 

 

For most people interaction with political 

leaders is not physically experienced. It is 

largely at a distance and mediated, 

generally through news and internet 

channels, but also through forms of 

advertising [or images and portraits] and 

by the opinions of others... The greater 

the physical distance between an 

                                                        
13 Melanne Verveer. Interview with Anthony J. 
Eksterowicz and Kristen Paynter, Old 
Executive Office Building, Washington D.C., 
October 19, 1999.  
14 Gutin. pg. 282 

incumbent [and] others, the more likely it 

is that people’s experiences of political 

leadership are influenced by what they 

see, hear and read about a political 

leader.15 

 

Hillary Clinton’s portrait capitalises on 

this modern reality, using the 

brushstrokes on canvas as a strategic tool 

for marketing herself as a female leader 

who made a tangible difference in politics 

through her policy development and 

implementation. 

                                                        
15 Claire Robinson. “Interacting Leaders” In 
Routledge Handbook of Political Marketing. 
Ed. Jennifer Lees-Marshment. (New York and 
London: Routledge, 2012), pg. 259 
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Conferences 
 

PSA 66th Annual International Conference:  

Politics and the Good Life 
 

21 – 23 March 2016, Hilton Brighton Metropole, Brighton 

#PSA16 

 

Call for Political Marketing Group panel members 

 

Darren G Lilleker 
PMG Chair 
Bournemouth University 
dlilleker@bournemouth.ac.uk 

 

 

Political Marketing Group panels 

 

Political Marketing: analytical tool or 

unnecessary distraction 

 

https://www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2016-

conference-0/political-marketing-

analytical-tool-or-unnecessary-distraction 

 

The panel will invite scholars to discuss, 

drawing on theoretical and empirical work, 

the value of political marketing as a 

discipline. Panelists will evaluate to what 

extent political aids the understanding of 

the interface between citizens and the 

organisations that seek to represent them. 

In particular discussion will centre on how 

political behaviour can be understood 

using a framework drawn from the 

analysis of commercial and for-profit 

organisations and how citizen's 

engagement can be compared to that of 

consumers. 

 

Political Marketing and the UK 2015 

General Election 

 

https://www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2016-

conference-0/political-marketing-and-uk-

2015-general-election 

 

 

The panel will bring together scholars to 

explore the strategies and tactics 

employed by the major UK parties and 

their leaders during the UK General 

Election of 2015. By using theories 

grounded in the marketing discipline the 

panel will explain the thinking 

underpinning strategies and tactics and 

the impact of these on the electorate. 

 

 

 

 

Paper proposers should contact me in the first instance and then I can add them via the PSA 

website.

 

mailto:dlilleker@bournemouth.ac.uk
https://www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2016-conference-0/political-marketing-analytical-tool-or-unnecessary-distraction
https://www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2016-conference-0/political-marketing-analytical-tool-or-unnecessary-distraction
https://www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2016-conference-0/political-marketing-analytical-tool-or-unnecessary-distraction
https://www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2016-conference-0/political-marketing-and-uk-2015-general-election
https://www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2016-conference-0/political-marketing-and-uk-2015-general-election
https://www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2016-conference-0/political-marketing-and-uk-2015-general-election
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Review: International Political Marketing Conference 

Prague, 3rd-5th September 2015 
 

Miloš Gregor 
PhD Candidate  
Department of Political 
Science 
Masaryk University 
mgregor@fss.muni.cz 

 

In early September 2015, Prague hosted 

the 8th International Political Marketing 

Conference. When I saw the preliminary 

program, it was clear to me that this will 

be a successful and a very pleasant event. 

And I was right. 

 

The conference program was divided into 

eight panels during two days and was 

attended by speakers from around the 

world - European countries such as United 

Kingdom, Denmark, Poland and Germany, 

as well as people from India or Australia. 

Besides panels composed of contributions 

devoted to theoretical grasp of political 

marketing, communication, and empirical 

case studies, this conference also offered 

an original panel consisting of political 

marketing practitioners. It was a fresh 

insight of experts and consultants engaged 

in field for many years so scholars were 

given a glimpse at the issue from a 

different perspective.  

 

The first panel of the conference was an 

all-star one with keynote speakers. Paul 

Baines (Cranfield University, UK) talked 

about the new marketing of terrorism, Phil 

Harris and Henry Sun (both from the 

University of Chester, UK) reflected a 

future agenda for public affairs in their 

contribution, and Ian Richardson 

(Stockholm University, Sweden) focused 

on public affairs and international 

relations, especially terms of application of 

a game theory. 

There two panels devoted to the new 

features in political marketing theory on 

the Friday - Specification and Refinement 

of Theory, and New Approaches to 

Campaign Strategy. Here, among others, 

Robert Ormrod devoted time to 

questioning who the stakeholders in 

political marketing are and how to define 

them. The last panel on the Friday was 

dedicated to the above-mentioned political 

marketing from practitioners perspective. 

Also, prior the gala dinner, participants 

had the opportunity to go on a guided tour 

through the beautiful historic Jewish 

quarter of Prague.  

 

The second conference day was also very 

interesting. The first panel called Political 

Marketing and its Impact on Role Political 

Process dealt with ideology, identity and 

the marketization of place through origin 

effects or the role of political 

advertisements cuts’ speed. Participants 

got information on voting behaviour in 

India during the Parliamentary elections 

in 2014. The second panel was devoted to 

the special track on public affairs debate 

with keynote speakers including Christian 

Scheucher. Last but not least, two panels 

were devoted to case studies from political 

campaigns from United Kingdom, the U.S. 

and the Czech Republic. 

 

This year's conference followed the 2013 

International Political Marketing 

Conference in Stockholm, which was very 

successful. The bar has been set high so  

the organizers were not in an easy 

position. However, after attending this 

year's conference I can say Anna 

Matušková and her team did a really good 

job and organized a great conference they 

can be proud of. The program was well 

balanced, with many of great scholars and 

mailto:mgregor@fss.muni.cz
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practitioners. I feel I can speak for 

everyone is saying we really enjoyed our 

staying in Prague. I loved seeing all of 

great brains of political marketing again 

and I am already looking forward to 

Warsaw, where the conference will be held 

in 2017. See you at 9th International 

Political Marketing Conference! 

To see photos, go to  

http://tinyurl.com/nz9t49l  

and  

http://tinyurl.com/oncaabn. 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Items 
 

US Election Ads:  

Advertising from the 2016 United States Elections 

 

Matthew Beveridge 
Masters Student 
Politics 
Massey University 
 

 

US Election Ads was created by Matthew 

Beveridge and Daniel Mann in 2015 as a 

repository of campaign literature for 

researchers to use. We created it mainly 

for Presidential campaign materials but 

we welcome and solicit all submissions of 

political advertising. 

 

The project was inspired by 

Electionads.org.nz which in turn was 

adapted from ElectionLeaflets.org.au and 

ElectionLeaflets.org. 

 

The aim of the project is to provide 

updates of print, broadcast and online ads 

relating to the 2016 US elections. The 

project’s aim is to provide researchers with 

an archive of political campaign material 

for both now and in future. If do you use 

this site in your research, please let us 

know and cite it. As this project is in its 

early stages, Matthew and Dan welcome 

any suggestions or advice you may have, 

and would be glad to discuss it with you 

further. 

 

We need your help to collect as much 

material as possible. In particular, we 

need help obtaining any targeted ads you 

may see. However, we are not just 

interested in online content. We also want 

to collect what you see in your letterbox, 

newspaper, or out and about around town.  

We warmly welcome the submission of all 

US political advertising, not just relating 

to presidential campaigns. If you come 

across an ad, a campaign vehicle, a yard 

sign, a billboard, or even a bumper sticker 

please send it to us at 

USElectionAds@matthewbeveridge.co.nz, 

or via Twitter. 

 

While Matthew and Dan both have 

political affiliations, they are running this 

project on a strictly nonpartisan basis, and 

do not endorse any candidate, party, 

campaign or committee. Furthermore, US 

Election Ads is not endorsed not is it 

funded by any candidate, committee, 

political party or campaign. 

http://tinyurl.com/nz9t49l
http://tinyurl.com/oncaabn
http://matthewbeveridge.co.nz/uselectionads
http://www.electionads.org.nz/
http://www.electionleaflets.org.au/
http://www.electionleaflets.org/
mailto:USElectionAds@matthewbeveridge.co.nz
https://twitter.com/USElectionAds
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Palgrave Studies in  

Political Marketing and Management Book Series 

 

 
 

Series editor: Jennifer Lees-Marshment  

www.lees-marshment.org j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz 

 

Overview for potential authors and editors 

Political management is practised around 

the world and taught and researched at a 

wide range of universities. At its core, 

Political Marketing and Management is 

about how politicians & political staff use 

marketing and management tools and 

concepts to help them achieve their goals. 

Scholarship is drawn from a range of 

disciplines and fields, and covers how 

political organisations and actors 

strategise, lead, organise and market, as 

well as intersections between these aspects 

such as the organisation of political 

marketing research in government 

department; the importance of leadership 

in changing how a party is organised; the 

organisational structure of volunteers 

within an NGO; strategic communication 

in political movements; resource 

management in political offices; and the 

strategic organisation of fundraising in 

campaigns. The Palgrave Political 

Marketing and Management Book Series 

will publish high quality and ground-

breaking academic research and 

practitioner perspectives in Palgrave Pivot 

form (25-50,000 words, 12 week 

publishing time frame upon receipt of 

final manuscript) on this growing area of 

government and political behavior that 

attracts increasing attention from 

scholarship, teachers, the media and the 

public. 

 

Books could cover any topics related to 

political marketing and management, such 

as (but not confined to) those below, and 

they may be focused on a country or area, 

or a particular election. Further details are 

in the full guidelines for the series. 

 Political market intelligence 

 The Political Consumer 

 Political management 

 Political advising 

 Political strategy 

 Political leadership 

 Political Organisation 

 Political communication management 

 Ethics and challenges in political 

management 

 

The series editor is Jennifer Lees-

Marshment (Auckland University, New 

Zealand), a world expert in political 

marketing (see www.lees-marshment.org 

or email  

j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz).  

 

 

http://www.lees-marshment.org/
mailto:j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz
http://www.lees-marshment.org/
mailto:j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz
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The series is also informed by an academic 

advisory board drawn from a wide range 

of academic disciplines and areas 

including political leadership, parties, 

media, communication, marketing, 

elections, and management who will 

provide further input and advice into the 

general direction of the book series. They 

have significant experience editing journal 

special issues, books, conference events, 

and leading academic and practitioner 

groups in political marketing and 

management which will contribute to the 

series’ content and quality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proposals can be submitted to the series 

editor on  

j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz  

at any time. We recommend you read the 

full guidelines for the series, and get in 

touch with the series editor in advance of 

completing the proposal to discuss ideas 

first.  

 

All books must:  

 be between 25,000 and 50,000 words. 

 so this requires shorter pieces, 

avoiding long detailed 

references, and a tightly 

focused topic choice. 

 be empirical not just theoretical. 

 have recommendations for practice 

derived from the academic research. 

And we encourage books to: 

 include other practitioner elements 

such as those noted in the section on 

format. 

 include international material or relate 

work to international trends. 

 

Please use the Palgrave Studies in Political 

Marketing and Management Book Series 

proposal form – see 

https://leesmarshment.wordpress.com/p

mm-book-series/  

for this and updates on the series. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:j.lees-marshment@auckland.ac.nz
https://leesmarshment.wordpress.com/pmm-book-series/
https://leesmarshment.wordpress.com/pmm-book-series/
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Call for New Items for Upcoming PMG Newsletters 
 
We want to facilitate information transfer between all members, including political 

marketing scholars, practitioners and experts. Member’s active participation is essential to 

making this newsletter successful. The PMG newsletter provides you with the opportunity to 

communicate with political marketing scholars, practitioners and experts. If you have 

anything you would like included in a PMG newsletter (being released in March, June, and 

September) please send it to Edward Elder at eeld001@aucklanduni.ac.nz. Items that may 

be included may be, but not exclusive to, recently released or upcoming books, upcoming 

events and conferences, career or scholarship opportunities, or any articles about recent 

elections, trends and academic findings. The next deadline for submissions is 15th 

March 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Edited by Edward Elder (University of Auckland)   

mailto:eeld001@aucklanduni.ac.nz
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